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a b s t r a c t

The modern science of networks has brought significant advances to our understanding of
complex systems. One of the most relevant features of graphs representing real systems
is community structure, or clustering, i.e. the organization of vertices in clusters, with
many edges joining vertices of the same cluster and comparatively few edges joining
vertices of different clusters. Such clusters, or communities, can be considered as fairly
independent compartments of a graph, playing a similar role like, e.g., the tissues or the
organs in the human body. Detecting communities is of great importance in sociology,
biology and computer science, disciplines where systems are often represented as graphs.
This problem is very hard and not yet satisfactorily solved, despite the huge effort of a
large interdisciplinary community of scientists working on it over the past few years. We
will attempt a thorough exposition of the topic, from the definition of the main elements
of the problem, to the presentation of most methods developed, with a special focus on
techniques designed by statistical physicists, from the discussion of crucial issues like the
significance of clustering and how methods should be tested and compared against each
other, to the description of applications to real networks.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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To comprehend the multipartite organization of large-scale bio-
logical and social systems, we introduce an information theoretic
approach that reveals community structure in weighted and di-
rected networks. We use the probability flow of random walks on
a network as a proxy for information flows in the real system and
decompose the network into modules by compressing a descrip-
tion of the probability flow. The result is a map that both simplifies
and highlights the regularities in the structure and their relation-
ships. We illustrate the method by making a map of scientific
communication as captured in the citation patterns of >6,000
journals. We discover a multicentric organization with fields that
vary dramatically in size and degree of integration into the net-
work of science. Along the backbone of the network—including
physics, chemistry, molecular biology, and medicine—information
flows bidirectionally, but the map reveals a directional pattern of
citation from the applied fields to the basic sciences.

clustering ! compression ! information theory ! map of science !
bibiometrics

B iological and social systems are differentiated, multipartite,
integrated, and dynamic. Data about these systems, now

available on unprecedented scales, often are schematized as
networks. Such abstractions are powerful (1, 2), but even as
abstractions they remain highly complex. It therefore is helpful
to decompose the myriad nodes and links into modules that
represent the network (3–5). A cogent representation will retain
the important information about the network and reflect the fact
that interactions between the elements in complex systems are
weighted, directional, interdependent, and conductive. Good
representations both simplify and highlight the underlying struc-
tures and the relationships that they depict; they are maps (6, 7).

To create a good map, the cartographer must attain a fine
balance between omitting important structures by oversimplifi-
cation and obscuring significant relationships in a barrage of
superfluous detail. The best maps convey a great deal of
information but require minimal bandwidth: the best maps are
also good compressions. By adopting an information-theoretic
approach, we can measure how efficiently a map represents the
underlying geography, and we can measure how much detail is
lost in the process of simplification, which allows us to quantify
and resolve the cartographer’s tradeoff.

Network Maps and Coding Theory
In this article, we use maps to describe the dynamics across the
links and nodes in directed, weighted networks that represent the
local interactions among the subunits of a system. These local
interactions induce a system-wide flow of information that
characterizes the behavior of the full system (8–12). Conse-
quently, if we want to understand how network structure relates
to system behavior, we need to understand the flow of infor-
mation on the network. We therefore identify the modules that
compose the network by finding an efficiently coarse-grained
description of how information flows on the network. A group
of nodes among which information flows quickly and easily can
be aggregated and described as a single well connected module;

the links between modules capture the avenues of information
flow between those modules.

Succinctly describing information flow is a coding or com-
pression problem. The key idea in coding theory is that a data
stream can be compressed by a code that exploits regularities in
the process that generates the stream (13). We use a random
walk as a proxy for the information flow, because a random walk
uses all of the information in the network representation and
nothing more. Thus, it provides a default mechanism for gen-
erating a dynamics from a network diagram alone (8).

Taking this approach, we develop an efficient code to describe
a random walk on a network. We thereby show that finding
community structure in networks is equivalent to solving a
coding problem (14–16). We exemplify this method by making
a map of science, based on how information flows among
scientific journals by means of citations.

Describing a Path on a Network. To illustrate what coding has to do
with map-making, consider the following communication game.
Suppose that you and I both know the structure of a weighted,
directed network. We aim to choose a code that will allow us to
efficiently describe paths on the network that arise from a
random walk process in a language that reflects the underlying
structure of the network. How should we design our code?

If maximal compression were our only objective, we could
encode the path at or near the entropy rate of the corresponding
Markov process. Shannon showed that one can achieve this rate
by assigning to each node a unique dictionary over the outgoing
transitions (17). But compression is not our only objective; here,
we want our language to reflect the network structure, we want
the words we use to refer to things in the world. Shannon’s
approach does not do this for us because every codeword would
have a different meaning depending on where it is used. Com-
pare maps: useful maps assign unique names to important
structures. Thus, we seek a way of describing or encoding the
random walk in which important structures indeed retain unique
names. Let us look at a concrete example. Fig. 1A shows a
weighted network with n ! 25 nodes. The link thickness indicates
the relative probability that a random walk will traverse any
particular link. Overlaid on the network is a specific 71-step
realization of a random walk that we will use to illustrate our
communication game. In Fig. 1, we describe this walk with
increasing levels of compression (B–D), exploiting more and
more of the regularities in the network.

Huffman Coding. A straightforward method of giving names to
nodes is to use a Huffman code (18). Huffman codes save space
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Uncovering the overlapping community structure of
complex networks in nature and society
Gergely Palla1,2, Imre Derényi2, Illés Farkas1 & Tamás Vicsek1,2

Many complex systems in nature and society can be described in
terms of networks capturing the intricate web of connections
among the units they are made of1–4. A key question is how to
interpret the global organization of such networks as the co-
existence of their structural subunits (communities) associated
with more highly interconnected parts. Identifying these a priori
unknown building blocks (such as functionally related proteins5,6,
industrial sectors7 and groups of people8,9) is crucial to the
understanding of the structural and functional properties of
networks. The existing deterministic methods used for large net-
works find separated communities, whereas most of the actual
networks are made of highly overlapping cohesive groups of
nodes. Here we introduce an approach to analysing the main
statistical features of the interwoven sets of overlapping commu-
nities that makes a step towards uncovering the modular structure
of complex systems. After defining a set of new characteristic
quantities for the statistics of communities, we apply an efficient
technique for exploring overlapping communities on a large scale.
We find that overlaps are significant, and the distributions we
introduce reveal universal features of networks. Our studies of
collaboration, word-association and protein interaction graphs
show that the web of communities has non-trivial correlations and
specific scaling properties.
Most real networks typically contain parts in which the nodes

(units) are more highly connected to each other than to the rest of
the network. The sets of such nodes are usually called clusters,
communities, cohesive groups or modules8,10,11–13; they have no
widely accepted, unique definition. In spite of this ambiguity,
the presence of communities in networks is a signature of the
hierarchical nature of complex systems5,14. The existing methods
for finding communities in large networks are useful if the commu-
nity structure is such that it can be interpreted in terms of separated
sets of communities (see Fig. 1b and refs 10, 15, 16–18). However,
most real networks are characterized by well-defined statistics of
overlapping and nested communities. This can be illustrated by the
numerous communities that each of us belongs to, including those
related to our scientific activities or personal life (school, hobby,
family) and so on, as shown in Fig. 1a. Furthermore, members of our
communities have their own communities, resulting in an extremely
complicated web of the communities themselves. This has long been
understood by sociologists19 but has never been studied system-
atically for large networks. Another, biological, example is that a
large fraction of proteins belong to several protein complexes
simultaneously20.
In general, each node i of a network can be characterized by a

membership number mi, which is the number of communities that
the node belongs to. In turn, any two communities a and b can share
sova;b nodes, which we define as the overlap size between these
communities. Naturally, the communities also constitute a network,

with the overlaps being their links. The number of such links of
community a can be called its community degree, dcoma : Finally, the
size scoma of any community a can most naturally be defined as the
number of its nodes. To characterize the community structure of a
large network we introduce the distributions of these four basic
quantities. In particular we focus on their cumulative distribution

LETTERS

Figure 1 | Illustration of the concept of overlapping communities. a, The
black dot in the middle represents either of the authors of this paper, with
several of his communities around. Zooming in on the scientific community
demonstrates the nested and overlapping structure of the communities, and
depicting the cascades of communities starting from some members
exemplifies the interwoven structure of the network of communities.
b, Divisive and agglomerative methods grossly fail to identify the
communities when overlaps are significant. c, An example of overlapping
k-clique communities at k ¼ 4. The yellow community overlaps the blue one
in a single node, whereas it shares two nodes and a link with the green one.
These overlapping regions are emphasized in red. Notice that any k-clique
(complete subgraph of size k) can be reached only from the k-cliques of the
same community through a series of adjacent k-cliques. Two k-cliques are
adjacent if they share k 2 1 nodes.
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Finding and evaluating community structure in networks
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We propose and study a set of algorithms for discovering community structure in networks—natural divi-
sions of network nodes into densely connected subgroups. Our algorithms all share two definitive features:
first, they involve iterative removal of edges from the network to split it into communities, the edges removed
being identified using any one of a number of possible ‘‘betweenness’’ measures, and second, these measures
are, crucially, recalculated after each removal. We also propose a measure for the strength of the community
structure found by our algorithms, which gives us an objective metric for choosing the number of communities
into which a network should be divided. We demonstrate that our algorithms are highly effective at discovering
community structure in both computer-generated and real-world network data, and show how they can be used
to shed light on the sometimes dauntingly complex structure of networked systems.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.026113 PACS number!s": 89.75.Hc, 87.23.Ge, 89.20.Hh, 05.10.!a

I. INTRODUCTION

Empirical studies and theoretical modeling of networks
have been the subject of a large body of recent research in
statistical physics and applied mathematics #1–4$. Network
ideas have been applied with success to topics as diverse as
the Internet and the world wide web #5–7$, epidemiology
#8–11$, scientific citation and collaboration #12,13$, metabo-
lism #14,15$, and ecosystems #16,17$, to name but a few. A
property that seems to be common to many networks is com-
munity structure, the division of network nodes into groups
within which the network connections are dense, but be-
tween which they are sparser—see Fig. 1. The ability to find
and analyze such groups can provide invaluable help in un-
derstanding and visualizing the structure of networks. In this
paper, we show how this can be achieved.

The study of community structure in networks has a long
history. It is closely related to the ideas of graph partitioning
in graph theory and computer science, and hierarchical clus-
tering in sociology #18,19$. Before presenting our own find-
ings, it is worth reviewing some of this preceding work to
understand its achievements and shortcomings.

Graph partitioning is a problem that arises in, for ex-
ample, parallel computing. Suppose we have a number n of
intercommunicating computer processes, which we wish to
distribute over a number g of computer processors. Processes
do not necessarily need to communicate with all others, and
the pattern of required communications can be represented as
a graph or network in which the vertices represent processes
and edges join process pairs that need to communicate. The
problem is to allocate the processes to processors in such a
way as roughly to balance the load on each processor, while
at the same time minimizing the number of edges that run
between processors, so that the amount of interprocessor
communication !which is normally slow" is minimized. In
general, finding an exact solution to a partitioning task of this
kind is believed to be an NP-hard problem, making it pro-
hibitively difficult to solve exactly for large graphs, but a
wide variety of heuristic algorithms have been developed

that give acceptably good solutions in many cases, the best
known being perhaps the Kernighan-Lin algorithm #20$,
which runs in time O(n3) on sparse graphs.

A solution to the graph partitioning problem is, however,
not particularly helpful for analyzing and understanding net-
works in general. If we merely want to find if and how a
given network breaks down into communities, we probably
do not know how many such communities there are going to
be, and there is no reason why they should be roughly the
same size. Furthermore, the number of intercommunity
edges need not be strictly minimized either, since more such
edges are admissible between large communities than be-
tween small ones.

As far as our goals in this paper are concerned, a more
useful approach is that taken by social network analysis with
the set of techniques known as hierarchical clustering. These
techniques are aimed at discovering natural divisions of !so-
cial" networks into groups, based on various metrics of simi-
larity or strength of connection between vertices. They fall
into two broad classes, agglomerative and divisive #19$, de-
pending on whether they focus on the addition or removal of
edges to or from the network. In an agglomerative method,
similarities are calculated by one method or another between
vertex pairs, and edges are then added to an initially empty

FIG. 1. A small network with community structure of the type
considered in this paper. In this case there are three communities,
denoted by the dashed circles, which have dense internal links but
between which there is only a lower density of external links.
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Abstract. We propose a simple method to extract the community structure of
large networks. Our method is a heuristic method that is based on modularity
optimization. It is shown to outperform all other known community detection
methods in terms of computation time. Moreover, the quality of the communities
detected is very good, as measured by the so-called modularity. This is shown
first by identifying language communities in a Belgian mobile phone network of
2 million customers and by analysing a web graph of 118 million nodes and more
than one billion links. The accuracy of our algorithm is also verified on ad hoc
modular networks.
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A number of recent studies have focused on the statistical prop-
erties of networked systems such as social networks and the
Worldwide Web. Researchers have concentrated particularly on a
few properties that seem to be common to many networks: the
small-world property, power-law degree distributions, and net-
work transitivity. In this article, we highlight another property that
is found in many networks, the property of community structure,
in which network nodes are joined together in tightly knit groups,
between which there are only looser connections. We propose a
method for detecting such communities, built around the idea of
using centrality indices to find community boundaries. We test our
method on computer-generated and real-world graphs whose
community structure is already known and find that the method
detects this known structure with high sensitivity and reliability.
We also apply the method to two networks whose community
structure is not well known—a collaboration network and a food
web—and find that it detects significant and informative commu-
nity divisions in both cases.

Many systems take the form of networks, sets of nodes or
vertices joined together in pairs by links or edges (1).

Examples include social networks (2–4) such as acquaintance
networks (5) and collaboration networks (6), technological
networks such as the Internet (7), the Worldwide Web (8, 9), and
power grids (4, 5), and biological networks such as neural
networks (4), food webs (10), and metabolic networks (11, 12).
Recent research on networks among mathematicians and phys-
icists has focused on a number of distinctive statistical properties
that most networks seem to share. One such property is the
‘‘small world effect,’’ which is the name given to the finding that
the average distance between vertices in a network is short (13,
14), usually scaling logarithmically with the total number n of
vertices. Another is the right-skewed degree distributions that
many networks possess (8, 9, 15–17). The degree of a vertex in
a network is the number of other vertices to which it is connected,
and one finds that there are typically many vertices in a network
with low degree and a small number with high degree, the precise
distribution often following a power-law or exponential form
(1, 5, 15).

A third property that many networks have in common is
clustering, or network transitivity, which is the property that two
vertices that are both neighbors of the same third vertex have a
heightened probability of also being neighbors of one another.
In the language of social networks, two of your friends will have
a greater probability of knowing one another than will two
people chosen at random from the population, on account of
their common acquaintance with you. This effect is quantified by
the clustering coefficient C (4, 18), defined by

C !
3! (number of triangles on the graph)

(number of connected triples of vertices). [1]

This number is precisely the probability that two of one’s friends
are friends themselves. It is 1 on a fully connected graph
(everyone knows everyone else) and has typical values in the
range of 0.1 to 0.5 in many real-world networks.

In this article, we consider another property, which, as we will
show, appears to be common to many networks, the property of
community structure. (This property is also sometimes called
clustering, but we refrain from this usage to avoid confusion with
the other meaning of the word clustering introduced in the
preceding paragraph.) Consider for a moment the case of social
networks—networks of friendships or other acquaintances be-
tween individuals. It is a matter of common experience that such
networks seem to have communities in them: subsets of vertices
within which vertex–vertex connections are dense, but between
which connections are less dense. A figurative sketch of a
network with such a community structure is shown in Fig. 1.
(Certainly it is possible that the communities themselves also
join together to form metacommunities, and that those meta-
communities are themselves joined together, and so on in a
hierarchical fashion. This idea is discussed further in the next
section.) The ability to detect community structure in a network
could clearly have practical applications. Communities in a social
network might represent real social groupings, perhaps by
interest or background; communities in a citation network (19)
might represent related papers on a single topic; communities in
a metabolic network might represent cycles and other functional
groupings; communities on the web might represent pages
on related topics. Being able to identify these communities
could help us to understand and exploit these networks more
effectively.

In this article we propose a method for detecting community
structure and apply it to the study of a number of different social
and biological networks. As we will show, when applied to
networks for which the community structure is already known
from other studies, our method appears to give excellent agree-
ment with the expected results. When applied to networks for
which we do not have other information about communities, it
gives promising results that may help us understand better the
interplay between network structure and function.

Detecting Community Structure
In this section we review existing methods for detecting com-
munity structure and discuss the ways in which these approaches
may fail, before describing our own method, which avoids some
of the shortcomings of the traditional techniques.

Traditional Methods. The traditional method for detecting com-
munity structure in networks such as that depicted in Fig. 1 is
hierarchical clustering. One first calculates a weight Wij for every
pair i,j of vertices in the network, which represents in some sense
how closely connected the vertices are. (We give some examples
of possible such weights below.) Then one takes the n vertices in
the network, with no edges between them, and adds edges
between pairs one by one in order of their weights, starting with
the pair with the strongest weight and progressing to the weakest.
As edges are added, the resulting graph shows a nested set of
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Complex networks - Microscopic view

Node properties
• Node degree - ki

• Node strength - si

• Clustering coefficient - Ci

• Path length
• Closeness centrality
• Betweenness centrality
• Eigenvalue centrality

Link properties
• Edge weight - wij  

• Edge centrality
• …i
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Complex networks - Macroscopic view

Statistical description
• Degree distribution - P(k), <k>

• Strength distribution - P(s), <s>

• Average clustering - C
• Average path length - <l>

• Network density - ρ
• Degree correlations
• k-core and k-shell decomposition

WHAT IS MISSING?

betweenness example: 
road network

from S. Lammer, B. Gehlsen, and D. Helbing. Scaling laws
in the spatial structure of urban road networks. Physica A, 363:89, 2006.

Wednesday, November 14, 12



Complex networks - Mesoscopic view

Newman, Nature Physics (2012)

Mesoscopic structures
• Motifs
• Partitions
• Modules
• Communities

Questions:
• Methods to find
• Measures to quantify
• Structure and frequency
• Applications

• Visualization
• Recommendation systems
• Unknown functionality
• …



Ego networks 

Revisiting « communities »
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What’s a community?
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how ?



partition with 
high “quality” 

e.g. modularity
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family co-workers
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triadic closure 
Friends of my friends
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Spearman ρ = 0.90 
p=9.7 × 10−38

Pearson r = 0.97 (log-log) 
p=1.5 × 10−61





Psychological Aspects  
   of Social Communities

Adrien Friggeri 
Renaud Lambiotte 

Michal Kosinski 
Éric Fleury

Application on 

ego networks



Psychological Aspects  
   of Social Communities

Adrien Friggeri 
Renaud Lambiotte 

Michal Kosinski 
Éric Fleury



Auguste Comte 
                     1798–1857  



New-York Times 
April 3rd, 1933



Jacob Moreno 
                  1889–1974





Social Network Analysis 
      “I am not a number”



Big Five traits 
                   OCEAN Score



Openness to Experience 
        “I have a rich vocabulary”



Conscientiousness 
“I like order”



Extraversion 
“I don’t mind being the  

center of attention”



Agreeableness 
      “I take time out  

for others”



Neuroticism 
   “I often feel blue”



Extroverts 
tend to have  
     more friends



Communities 
                   Finer grained 

social structure



Cohesion 
Capturing perception 

of community

C =
.

�k
3

� �
.

. + .



Social Structure 
Overlapping Communities



myPersonality.org 
online personality tests



“Social dataset” 
Ego-networks
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Rewired Network 
Baseline for analysis
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Rewired Network 
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Rewired Network 
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45

Rewired Network 
Baseline for analysis



46

Rewired Network 
Baseline for analysis



24 284 subjects 
    974 677 communities 

               1 709 883 rewired communities
3 datasets



     Age ~ Degree 
   young Facebook population



        
Introverts 

tend to be 
part of fewer 

groups



        Extroverts 
 tend to belong 

  to smaller groups



        Extroverts 
tend to be in strongly 
   overlapping groups



extraversion 
-1.21

extraversion 
1.33

145 friends 101 friends



Futur works…





in a word

max

subjective perception 
of communities



ongoing & future work



ongoing & future work

recommendation

vs



ongoing & future work



ongoing & future work



ongoing & future work

social profiling

vs
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